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ABSTRACT
This presentation will provide information on the technology that was used to upgrade the existing SCADA
system at the water treatment plant location in San Diego, California. The Otay water treatment plant
(WTP) filters were originally built in 1979 and the plant was last upgraded and expanded in 1986.The
current process improvements were designed and implemented during the Otay WTP Upgrades Phase 1
and Phase 2 project.
The Otay WTP Upgrades Phase 1 and Phase 2 project included the construction of a new chlorine dioxide
feed system and contactor, Powdered Activated Carbon (PAC) feed facility, a new third flocculation and
sedimentation basin, filter upgrade improvements (pumped backwash, filter-to-waste, new media and
underdrains), additional chemical feed systems, and major SCADA system upgrades.
The PCS Architecture Diagram was developed to support all the existing and planned plant expansion
systems. The architecture focused on new PLC and remote I/O panels, a Fiber Optic communication
system backbone, and other communication equipment upgrades. The block diagram included the existing
plant PLC system network with the new upgrades. A redundant PLC was installed, replacing relays for
backwash control for the new filter operations and existing plant facilities. In addition, new package
system PLCs were also installed for the PAC and chlorine dioxide generator feed systems. Signals to the
existing antiquated plant Main Control Board were integrated into the new PLC system and incorporated
into the new plant SCADA system. The old Main Control Board and strip charts were replaced with new
Operator Workstations. The water treatment plant remained in continuous operation throughout
construction, except for short, allowable shutdowns scheduled in advance.
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